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Who is Gary?

https://garygarth.com/my-story/

Gary has an inspiring story to tell of interest to startup 

founders, sales leaders and marketing execs.

Gary is the Founder and CEO of Great Dane Ventures, 

The Accelerator Platform and Elev8 Media. Author of 

'The Zero to 100 Million Sales Blueprint' book and 'The 

Goals, Grit & Greatness' planner.

He also leverages his resources as a sales leader and 

angel investor, helping high-potential startups 

go-to-market, scale, and become profitable via 360 

degrees sales and marketing support, incubator 

programs, advisory services and proprietary 

technology, engineered with the purpose of 

empowering entrepreneurs. 

He has been featured in Inc., Forbes, Success, and 

many other prominent publications. A serial 

entrepreneur since 2002, Gary has started and 

successfully exited six companies, including large 

outbound sales call centers, radio advertising 

networks, and an award-winning, eight-figure digital 

marketing agency. 

Born in Denmark, Gary now lives in Medellín, 

Colombia.



Let's Go Back in Time

Entrepreneur At Age 20
2000

Outbound Sales And Becoming A Millionaire
2003

Radio Advertising And Media Programs
2006

Relocating Overseas To Embark On New Opportunities
2011

Becoming The 22nd Google Premier Partner In The USA
2014

Inc. 5,000 Fastest Growing Company 4 Years In A Row
2014 - 2017

Founding The First Ever End-To-End White Label 
PPC Reseller Program

2017

Angel Investing, Relocating To Medellin And
Launched 5 Initiatives

2021 - 2023



Personal Development

Great Dane Ventures

Through our 'Goals, Grit and Greatness' (GGG) brand we 

offer coaching solutions for entrepreneurs together 

with our GGG Planner and the GGG podcast where we 

interview thought-leaders in related domains.

Strategic Resources

Originating from our book 'The Zero to 100 Million Sales 

Blueprint', we have compiled a series of resources and

templates to help entrepreneurs and sales leaders 

boost business growth through revenue optimization.

Entrepreneur Playbooks

With our Accelerator Platform™ brand, we offer 

entrepreneurs an end-to-end playbook and coaching to 

help them go from day 1 to IPO, with guides, templates 

and educational content.

Great Dane Ventures is an angel investment and accelerator firm that helps startups with 100x potential go to market, scale and 
become profitable via 360 degrees marketing & sales support, incubator programs, advisory services and proprietary technology, 
engineered with the purpose of empowering entrepreneurs.

Not Your Regular Angel Investment Company

Under the umbrella of Great Dane Ventures, we operate a group of business entities that collectively act as a single suite of tools and 
resources for both entrepreneurs, investors and executives.

THE GOALS,  GRIT  &
GREATNESS PLANNER

elev8tech



The Zero to 100 Million Sales Blueprint

Published in January 2023 and already labeled “The Sales 

Bible” by early readers, it paves the way for you to construct 

a predictable, profit-oriented sales process to propel your 

company to unprecedented growth.

Gary shares practical, cutting-edge recommendations 

perfected from working with tech giants such as Google 

and Microsoft. 

“I’ve compiled 20+ years of hard-won business learnings 

and sales lessons, forged together with former stellar 

employees, into one comprehensive Sales Blueprint. My 

goal is to help people to become highly successful by 

focusing on an often overlooked area of company 

performance. The Zero to 100 Million Sales Blueprint™ is full 

of end-to-end practical tangible concepts that you can 

apply to your business tomorrow for revenue optimization, 

increased profitability and scale.”

Gary Garth

Author,  The Zero to 100 Million Sales Blueprint
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